Abstract. Szemerédi's Theorem states that a set of integers with positive upper density contains arbitrarily long arithmetic progressions. Bergelson and Leibman generalized it, showing that sets of integers with positive upper density contain arbitrarily long polynomial configurations; Szemerédi's Theorem corresponds to the linear case of this polynomial theorem. We focus on the case farthest from the linear case, that of rationally independent polynomials. We give a multiset extension of the polynomial theorem and derive several combinatorial consequences, including lower bounds for the size of the intersection and an "anti-Ramsey" rainbow result. We also prove a structure theorem for the polynomial multicorrelation sequences f 0 · T p1(n) f 1 · . . . · T p k (n) f k dµ.
Introduction
The celebrated theorem of Szemerédi [14] states that a subset of the integers with positive upper density 1 contains arbitrarily long arithmetic progressions. Furstenberg [6] and Sàrközy [12] independently proved that if Λ ⊂ Z withd(Λ) > 0 and p(n) is a polynomial taking integer values on the integers and with no constant term, then there exist x, y ∈ Λ such that x − y = p(n) for some n ∈ N. Bergelson and Leibman used ergodic theory to establish a far reaching generalization of this result:
Polynomial Szemerédi Theorem (Bergelson and Leibman [2] ). Let Λ be a subset of the integers such thatd(Λ) > 0 and let p 1 , . . . , p k be polynomials taking integer values on the integers with p i (0) = 0, i = 1, . . . , k. Then there exists n ∈ N such that
This means that so long asd(Λ) > 0, Λ is guaranteed to contain an abundance of highly organized patterns (polynomial configurations). Szemerédi's Theorem corresponds to the case that all the polynomials are linear. In this article we focus our attention on the opposite case that the polynomials are rationally independent, meaning that every nontrivial integer combination of the polynomials is not constant. This case is of particular interest since several results can be proved that do not hold for general families of polynomials:
(i) We give tight positive lower bounds for the upper densities in (1) (Corollary 4.1).
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For example, we show that for every k ∈ N and ε > 0, the set
is syndetic, meaning that there exists m ∈ N such that every interval of length greater than m intersects this set nontrivially. The analogous result in ergodic theory states that for every invertible measure transformation T acting on the probability space (X, X , µ) and ε > 0, the set
is syndetic (Corollary 3.2).
(ii) We produce a multiset extension of the Polynomial Szemerédi Theorem (Theorem 4.2). We use this to deal with the case that the polynomials p 1 , . . . , p k do not necessarily have zero constant term and to establish a multicolored version of the Polynomial Szemerédi Theorem (Corollary 4.5).
(iii) If (X, X , µ, T ) is an ergodic measure preserving system and f 0 , . . . , f k ∈ L ∞ (µ) we prove a structure theorem for the multicorrelation sequences
We show that every such sequence can be expressed as the sum of a sequence that tends to zero in uniform density and a finite step nilsequence (defined in Section 3.2) induced by a unipotent affine system (Theorem 3.9). The tools we employ come from ergodic theory and the key result is established in Section 3. Its proof is based on a recent result of the authors [4] , where it is shown that for totally ergodic systems the multiple ergodic averages along rationally independent polynomials converge in L 2 (µ) to the product of the integrals.
Correspondence Principle
Furstenberg [5] established the connection between combinatorial number theory and ergodic theory, showing that regularity properties of subsets of integers with positive density correspond to multiple recurrence properties of measure preserving systems. This is reflected in what has become known as the Correspondence Principle:
Correspondence Principle (Furstenberg [6] ). Let Λ be a subset of the integers. There exists a probability space (X, X , µ), an invertible measure preserving transformation T on X, and A ∈ X , such that µ(A) =d(Λ) and
for all s ∈ N and all n 1 , . . . , n s ∈ Z.
We use a variant of this principle, which we prove for completeness. First we need a definition. Definition 2.1. Let L = {Λ 1 , . . . , Λ k } be a collection of subsets of the integers, let P be the partition generated by them, and let {M n } n∈N be a subsequence such that the limit
2M n exists whenever S has the form S = (P l + l) ∩ (P l+1 + l + 1) ∩ · · · ∩ (P m + m) for some l, m ∈ Z and P l , . . . , P m ∈ P. We call d * a density function associated to L.
Given any finite collection of subsets L we can use a diagonal argument to construct at least one such density function d
where S is any set of the form given in the definition.
Multiset Correspondence Principle. Let L = {Λ 1 , . . . , Λ k } be a collection of integer subsets and let d
* be a density function associated to L. There exists a probability space (X, X , µ), an invertible measure preserving transformation T on X, and A 1 , . . . , A k ∈ X , such that
for all s ∈ N, i 0 , i 1 , . . . , i s ∈ {1, . . . , k}, and n 1 , . . . , n s ∈ Z.
Proof. We can assume that the sets Λ 1 , . . . , Λ k form a partition of the integers; if not, we consider the partition generated by them. Let {M n } n∈N be as in Definition 2.1. On the sequence space ({1, . . . , k} Z , X ) we define a measure µ on cylinder sets as follows:
where l, m ∈ Z, l ≤ m, and i l , . . . , i m ∈ {1, . . . , k}. The finite dimensional statistics are consistent and so we can extend this to a probability measure on X using Kolmogorov's Extension Theorem. Then the shift transformation T defined by T ({x(j)} j∈Z ) = {x(j + 1)} j∈Z preserves µ and A i = {x : x(0) = i}, i = 1, . . . , k, are the advertised sets.
Note that the first principle follows from the second by setting k = 1 and choosing d * such that d * (Λ) =d(Λ).
Results in ergodic theory
3.1. A multiple recurrence result. By an integer polynomial, we mean a polynomial taking integer values on the integers. Every integer polynomial p(n) of degree at most d admits a representation of the form p(n) = , i = 0, . . . , d, are linearly independent and p(n) has rational coefficients we have that such a representation holds with c i ∈ Q, i = 0, . . . , d. Since p(j) ∈ Z, j = 0, . . . , d, it is immediate that c i ∈ Z, i = 0, . . . , d. A fact that we frequently use in the sequel is that whenever p(n) is an integer polynomial of degree at most d, then for every r ∈ Z the polynomial q(n) = p(d!n + r) has integer coefficients. This follows easily from the above mentioned representation.
In order to derive combinatorial statements, we show that under some conditions a statement about general polynomials can be reduced to one about linear polynomials. The key result in ergodic theory we use is: Theorem 3.1. Let (X, X , µ) be a probability space, T be an invertible measure preserving transformation on X, p 1 , . . . , p k be rationally independent integer polynomials with p i (0) = 0, i = 1, . . . , k, and A 0 , . . . , A k be subsets of X such that for every r ∈ N we have
Then for every ε > 0, the set
We remark that we do not know if in order to give positive lower bounds for the multiple intersections along polynomial times, it would suffice to assume nonuniform positive lower bounds for the intersections along linear times.
Considering the case with A i = A and n i = 0 for i = 0, . . . , k, and a = µ(A) we deduce:
Corollary 3.2. Let (X, X , µ) be a probability space, T be an invertible measure preserving transformation on X, p 1 , . . . , p k be rationally independent integer polynomials with p i (0) = 0, i = 1, . . . , k, and A ∈ X . Then for every ε > 0, the set
This sharply contrasts the case with p i (n) = in for i = 1, . . . , k. In [3] , it is shown that the analogous result fails for certain ergodic transformations when k ≥ 4 and also fails for some nonergodic transformations when k = 2 or k = 3.
To prove Theorem 3.1 we study the limiting behavior of the averages
where the limit is taken in L 2 (µ). Convergence as N − M → ∞ for these averages was established in [8] for totally ergodic systems (meaning that T and all its powers are ergodic) and in [11] for general systems. We also use the following result of the authors:
). Let (X, X , µ) be a probability space, T be an invertible totally ergodic transformation on X, and p 1 , . . . , p k be rationally independent integer polynomials. Then
We note that the result as stated in [4] is for M = 0, but the same proof gives this uniform version.
Definition 3.4. Let (X, X , µ) be a probability space, T be an invertible measure preserving transformation on X. For each r ∈ N, define K r to be the factor induced by the closed sub-algebra spanned by the functions {f ∈ L 2 (µ) :
Define K rat to be the factor induced by the closed sub-algebra spanned by the functions {f ∈ L 2 (µ) : T r f = f for some r ∈ N}. Finally, the Kronecker factor K is induced by the closed sub-algebra spanned by all the eigenfunctions. Theorem 3.5. Let (X, X , µ) be a probability space, T be an invertible measure preserving transformation on X, and p 1 , . . . , p k be rationally independent integer polynomials. If
Using terminology introduced by Furstenberg and Weiss [7] , this means that the factor K rat is a characteristic factor for L 2 (µ) convergence of the multiple ergodic averages (2).
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that the polynomials p 1 , . . . , p k have integer coefficients. Indeed, suppose that the highest degree of the polynomials p 1 , . . . , p k is d. Then for every r ∈ Z the polynomial family {p i (d!n+r)} i=1,...,k satisfies the assumptions of the theorem and has integer coefficients. Using the result for r = 0, . . . , d!−1 and adding we get the result for the family
It suffices to show that if E(f 1 |K rat ) = 0 then the average (2) converges to zero in
If f is a function such that E(f |K rat ) = 0 for the measure µ, the same property holds for almost every measure in the ergodic decomposition of µ. Hence, we can assume that T is ergodic. From [11] we know that a characteristic factor for L 2 (µ) convergence of the averages (2) is an inverse limit of nilsystems {N i } i∈N 3 .
Since E(f 1 |K rat (X)) = 0 implies that E(f 1 |K rat (N i )) = 0 for i ∈ N, using a standard approximation argument we can assume that the system is a nilsystem. The Kronecker factor of an ergodic nilsystem is isomorphic to a rotation on a compact abelian Lie group G. This compact abelian Lie group has the form Z
Moreover, E(f 1 |K rat ) = 0 implies that E(T j f 1 |K rat ) = 0 for j ∈ N and so the limit is zero with p i (nr 0 + k) in place of p i (nr 0 ) in (5) for k = 0, . . . , r 0 − 1. Adding all these we have that (2) converges to 0 in
The following lemma is used in the proof of Theorem 3.1: Lemma 3.6. Let (X, X , µ) be a probability space, T be an invertible measure preserving transformation on X, r ∈ N, a > 0, and A 0 , A 1 , . . . , A k be subsets of X such that
Proof. Assume that f 0 , . . . , f k are bounded functions on X. Then
.
Taking f 0 = 1 A 0 and f i = 1 T rn i A i , i = 1, . . . , k, and noting that
for i = 0, . . . , k, we have the statement.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Suppose that the highest degree of the polynomials p 1 , . . . , p k is d. Then the polynomial family {p i (d!n)} i=1,...,k satisfies the assumptions of the theorem and has integer coefficients. By applying the result for this family we can assume that the polynomials p 1 , . . . , p k have integer coefficients. Let a satisfying the hypothesis of the theorem be given and ε > 0. There exists r ∈ N such that
lim
For every choice of integers a 0 , . . . , a k , we have
by (6). It follows that the limit in (7) is greater than or equal to
where the last equality holds since r divides p i (nr), i = 1, . . . , k, and every K r -measurable function is T r invariant. By Lemma 3.6, this last quantity is greater than or equal to a k+1 − ε. The result now follows.
3.2.
Correlations of independent polynomial iterates and nilsequences. We now prove a structure theorem for polynomial multicorrelation sequences. We start with some definitions from [3] .
Definition 3.7. Let k ≥ 1 and X = G/Γ be a k-step nilmanifold. Let φ be a continuous complex valued function on X, let a ∈ G, and let x ∈ X. The sequence {φ(a n x)} n∈N is called a basic k-step nilsequence. A k-step nilsequence is a uniform limit of basic k-step nilsequences.
Definition 3.8. Let {a n } n∈N be a bounded sequence. We say that a n tends to zero in uniform density, and write UD − lim a n = 0, if
In [3] it was shown that the multicorrelation sequence
can be decomposed into a sum of a k-step nilsequence and a sequence that converges to zero in uniform density. We prove an analogous result for multicorrelations of independent polynomial iterates:
Theorem 3.9. Let (X, X , µ) be a probability space, T be an invertible ergodic measure preserving transformation on X, and let p 1 , . . . , p k be rationally independent integer polynomials with highest degree
then {a n } n∈N is the sum of a d-step nilsequence and a sequence that converges to zero in uniform density. Moreover, the d-step nilsequence can be chosen to be of the form b n = φ(S n e), where S :
is an ergodic unipotent affine transformation, G is a compact abelian group and e is the identity element of
We remark that every unipotent affine transformation on a compact abelian Lie group is isomorphic to a nilsystem.
Before the proof, we begin with a lemma:
Lemma 3.10. Let (X, X , µ) be a probability space, T be an ergodic invertible measure preserving transformation on X, p 1 , . . . , p k be rationally independent integer polynomials, and
. . , k, where K is the Kronecker factor of the system.
Proof. It suffices to show that if E(f i |K) = 0 for some i = 1, . . . , k, then the UD-limit in (8) is zero. Without loss of generality, we can assume that i = 1. We apply Theorem 3.5 to the product system induced by T × T acting on X × X. Since the K(X × X) ⊂ K(X) ⊗ K(X) (see [5] ) and E(f 1 |K(X)) = 0, we have that E(f 1 ⊗f 1 |K(X × X)) = 0 and so E(f 1 ⊗f 1 |K rat (X × X)) = 0. Hence, the average
and this completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 3.9. By Lemma 3.10, we can assume that X = K. Since the system is ergodic and coincides with its Kronecker factor we can assume that T is a rotation on a compact abelian group G. Every compact abelian group is an inverse limit of compact abelian Lie groups and so an easy approximation argument shows that we can further assume that G is Lie (details are given in [3] ). Suppose now that G is a compact abelian Lie group with Haar measure m and that T : G → G is given by T (g) = g + a for some a ∈ G. For j = 0, . . . , d we have that
for some c i,j ∈ Z. We construct the advertised transformation S :
and φ is defined by
Since g → g + a is ergodic, it follows that S is also ergodic (see [6] ). It is easy to check that
and so
This completes the proof.
We illustrate how the second step of the proof works with the following example:
Example. Suppose that k = 2 and p 1 (n) = 2n + 1, p 2 (n) = n 2 /2 − n/2, G = T, and T : T → T be given by T (t) = t + a (mod 1) for some irrational a ∈ T. Then
and φ : T 2 → C is defined by
Results in combinatorics
4.1. Lower bounds. It follows from Szemerédi's Theorem [14] that if Λ ⊂ N andd(Λ) > 0, then for every k ∈ N there exists n ∈ N such that
For k = 1 it follows from the Khintchine Recurrence Theorem [10] that for every ε > 0, the set
is syndetic. Until very recently no positive lower bounds were known for k ≥ 2. Bergelson, Host, and Kra [3] proved that for every ε > 0 the set
is syndetic for k = 2 and k = 3. For k ≥ 4 they produced examples where the above inequality fails for every n (with any power ofd(Λ) on the right hand side). No positive lower bounds are known when k ≥ 4. As an immediate consequence of the Correspondence Principle and Corollary 3.2, independent polynomial configurations lead to very different results:
Corollary 4.1. Let Λ be a subset of the integers and p 1 , . . . , p k be rationally independent integer polynomials with p i (0) = 0, i = 1, . . . , k. Then for every ε > 0, the set
We remark that the lower bounds of the previous theorem are tight and we illustrate this with the following example. A subset Λ of the integers is called normal if its indicator function 1 Λ contains every string of zeros and ones of length k with frequency 2 −k . Then for any such set we have that
for all choices of nonzero distinct integers n 1 , . . . , n k , showing that (9) cannot be improved. 
for some n 1 , . . . , n k ∈ Z. Then for every ε > 0 the set
In the next two subsections we use this result to derive two combinatorial consequences.
4.3.
Nonzero constant term. Suppose that Λ ⊂ Z. We search for conditions on Λ so that for every choice of rationally independent polynomials p 1 , . . . , p k (no assumption that the constant term is zero) the conclusion of the Polynomial Szemerédi Theorem holds:
. . , k, we see that a necessary condition is that for every r ∈ N and l 1 , . . . , l k ∈ {0, . . . , r − 1}, we havē
for some n 1 , . . . , n k ∈ Z. We show that a slightly stronger condition is actually sufficient: Corollary 4.3. Let p 1 , . . . , p k be rationally independent integer polynomials and let Λ be a subset of the integers such that for every r ∈ N and l 1 , . . . , l k ∈ {0, . . . , r − 1}, we have
for some n 1 , . . . , n k ∈ Z. Then for every ε > 0, the set
Proof. This follows directly by applying Theorem 4.2 with the polynomials q i (n) = p i (n) − p i (0), the sets Λ 0 = Λ, Λ i = Λ + p i (0), i = 1, . . . , k, and some density function d * associated to the partition {Λ, Λ c }.
This result fails if we only assume that the polynomials have pairwise nonconstant differences. The counterexample is easier to construct in the context of ergodic theory. Working on T with Lebesgue measure, we consider the rotation R a by an irrational a that is close to 1/2 and let A = (0, 1/10). Since a is irrational, for every choice of r, l ∈ N the sequence {rna + l} n∈N comes arbitrarily close to zero. It follows that the assumptions of the theorem (in ergodic theoretic terms) are satisfied for every a < 1/10. But for p 1 (n) = n, p 2 (n) = 2n + 1 it is easy to check that
To construct a counterexample on the integers it suffices to choose a, p 1 , p 2 as before and Λ = {n ∈ Z : {na} ∈ (0, 1/10)}.
Rainbow polynomial configurations.
A typical problem in what has become known as anti-Ramsey theory is the following: given a k-coloring of some combinatorial structure find necessary conditions so that there exist highly organized configurations of length k where all the elements have different colors. Such configurations are called rainbow configurations. In [13] , it was shown that every 3-coloring of the integers where each color class has density greater than 1/4 contains a rainbow solution of the equation x + y = z. In [9] , it was shown that if each color class has density greater than 1/6 then it contains a rainbow arithmetic progression of length 3. These lower bounds are optimal and examples were given in [1] showing that when k ≥ 5, there exist colorings where each color class has density 1/k but there are no rainbow arithmetic progressions of length k.
Using Theorem 4.2 we establish conditions that guarantee the existence of an abundance of rainbow polynomial configurations when the integer polynomials are rationally independent. We make this more precise: Definition 4.4. Given a k-coloring of the integers and n 1 , . . . , n k ∈ Z, we say that we see the rainbow configuration (n 1 , . . . , n k ) with upper (or lower density) a if the set of x for which the configuration {x + n 1 , . . . , x + n k } is rainbow has upper (or lower density) a.
We would like conditions on the coloring such that for all rationally independent integer polynomials p 1 , . . . , p k with zero constant terms we see some configuration {p 1 (n), . . ., p k (n)} with positive upper density. If we take p i (n) = rn i , i = 1, . . . , k, it is clear that the following condition is necessary: for every r ∈ N we see some rainbow configuration {rn 1 , . . . , rn k } with positive upper density. We show that a slightly stronger condition is sufficient: Corollary 4.5. Consider a k-coloring of the integers so that for every r ∈ N we see some rainbow configuration {rn 1 , . . . , rn k } with lower density greater than some fixed a > 0.
